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A model of labor union- management bargaining about wages and production level is con
sidered in order to illustrate the disadvantages of traditional solutions of the bargaining problem. 
A modified method for solving the problem is proposed. Its main feature is that the solution obtained 
is influenced by the whole shape of the set of feasible outcomes. This property enables to obtain re
asonable solutions which are sensitive to the bargainers' characteristics in a way in which the other 
solutions are not. 

1. Introduction 

Bargaining plays an important role in many situations in economics, in which 
the partners must reach a consensus. An example of such a situation is labor union
-management bargaining in a firm. Typically, these two groups of people, i.e. workers 
which are assumed to be represented by a labor union, and managers, have ·different 
interests which neither coincide ~or are exactly opposite. In such a situation coope
ration between them can be advantageous. By cooperation we mean here the corre
lation of decisions which, in turn, is bound up with an agreement determining these 
decisions. Such an agreement is usually reached as a result of a bargaining game, 
and in thi.s paper same characteristic features of this particular game are discussed 
in order to illustrate the disadvantages of traditional sotutions of the bargaining 
problem. 

Then, a modified method for solving the bargaining problem is proposed. Its 
main feature is that the solution obtained is influenced by the whole shape of the 
set of feasible outcomes. This property enables to obtain solutions which are sen
sitive to the bargainers' characteristics in a way in which the other solutions are not. 
Features of the proposed solution are discussed and compared with the Nash's, 
Kalai-Smorodinsky's and Yu's solution concepts. 
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2. Labor union -management bargaining woblem 

We will consider _a situation in an enterprise in which two decision makers, na
mely a labor union and management, are distinguished. The union, which repre
sents workers, wants to maximize their income, while the management wants high 
net profit and a growing production. The goals are incorporated in the parties' 
objective functions which depend on the two decision variables we take into account 
in considerations. Namely, it is assumed that management determines the wage 
fund w, while employees work with a certain productivity and in this way they 
determine the production level q. The interests of the two parties embodied by their 
objectives I (union) and U (management) are not consistent, thus we have a non
-constant sum game which has been formulated in [8]. The non-cooperative ver.sion 
of the game has been extensively discussed in [8] and [7]. All important tax regu
lations valid in Poland are incorporated in the model and they influence the be
haviour of the parties very much. 

The non-cooperative equilibrium obtained in a way described in [8], [7] appeared 
to be not Pareto optimal which means that cooperation between parties can be 
advantageous to them. We will treat this equilibrium as a status quo point m = 
= (u*, i*), which is the point of departure in negotiations and the disagreement 
result, i.e. the result of the game in the case when the parties do not reach an agree
ment. The pair of decisions resulting in m = (u*, i*) is denoted by (u*, q*), i.e. 
u* = U(w*, q*) and i* = I(w*, q*). 

The set of all feasible solutions of the game will be denoted by S, 

S={{u, i): u= U(w, q), i= I(w, q) for all (w, q) EAn}, (1) 

where An is a set of admissible decisions [8] . Typically, to define a bargaining game 
\ 

it is sufficient to have the set S of feasible solutions and a s~atus quo m E S. Then 
the definition of the set s+ c: S of solutions dominating m is straightforward. In our 
case however the sets+ will be defined in a modified way which takes into account 
the union's incentive to negotiate. . 

The set of decisions which management prefers to (w*, q*) is 

(2) 

where the set An of admissible decisions is determined by management. The set of 
decisions which lab6r union prefers to (w*, q*) takes into account additional con
ditrons: 

\ 

{ 
I(w,q) - i* 

Hu= (w, q): f(q)-f(q*)~(J for J(q)>f(q*) or 

I~w, q)~i* for f(q)~f(q*)} ' (3) 

wherejis the effort function which associates production level q with the necessary 
employees' effort f(q), and (J~O is a threshold value. The first condition in (3) 
concerns the average income per effort unit. It means that the relative average 
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income ircna~e (in comparison with the status quo) ought to be above a specified 
threshold value (3. Note, that for (3=0 we obtain a standard domination rule, i.e. 
I (w, q);:::i* . It se,ms however, that' the f01mula used in (3) better mirrors reality 
if (3 > 0, which means that the unions are interested net only in the income increase 
(regardless of what the cost, i.e. employees' effort, is). They are interested also 
in keeping an average (per effort unit) income above a certain threshold. On the 
other hand, in the case of the effort deCJea&e the union wants to maintain (at least) 
the income level. This is specified by tl::e secord cordition in (3) . 

Combining (2) and (3) we obtain the set of decisions which are preferred to 
(w* , q*) both by the managfment ard the union: 

(4) 

which enables us to determine the set s+m c S of solutions dominating the status quo 
(u'~, i*): 

s+m={(u, i): U= u (w, q), i=l (w, q) for all ( (w, q) EH} (5) 

(the superscript m indicates that the definition of domination is modified). 

Thus we have a bargaihing game, with management and union as the parties, 
defir:ed by the set of feasible solutions S, the status quo m=(u*, i*) E'S, and, defined 
in a modified way, the set s+mcs of solutions dominating m. The bargaining pro
blem considered in the sequel consists in finding a point (u, i) E S which can deter
mine a reasonable agreement between the parties. 

3. Aspects of the bargaining g~tme 

The role of the threshold value (3 which occurs in (3) is twofold. First, it reflects 
the real union's preference concerning the relative average income increase, and 
s~cond, it can be treated by the union as a decision variable and used during ne
gotiations with management. The latter role is connected with the fact that (3 in
fluences the shape of the set s+m of feasible outcomes dominating the status quo 

and, in this way, it also influences the result of the bargaining game. In such a situa
tion the question of a reasonable choice of the value of (3 arises. We will focus first 
on the dependence of the shape of s+m on (3. 

Let us denote the boundary of the set Hu defined in the previous section by iiu: 

(3 for f(q)>f(q*) or 
_ { I(w,q)-i* 

Hu= (w, q): f(q)-f(q*) 

I (w, q)=i* for f(q)~J(q*)}, 
arid the associated set of outcomes by W: 

(6) 

W= {(u,i): u=U(w,q), i= l(w,q) forall (w,q)Efiu}. -(7) 
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The set W plays an interesting role in the construction of the set s+m of dominating 
solutions, which will be clarified a little bit later. The set Wtakes the form of a curve 
which is changing when the threshold {3 changes. The family of such curves W, 
for various values of {3 ?;0, is shown in Fig. 1. 

The sets s+m for three different values of {3 are depicted in Figure 2. Looking at 
the Figures 2a, 2b, 2c it is pot hard to grasp the association between Wand s+m. 
Let us introduce a subscriPt writing s;m, in order to emphasize the dependence 
of s+m on {3. Note, that if {J?;y?;O then s;mcs:m. For {3=0 the formula (3) 
is equivalent to simple domination and s+m is the greatest (Fig. 2a). But as {3 in
creases the set s+m oecomes smaller. In Figure 2b, which illustrates a typical example, 
the set s+m has been divided into two subsets s;-m and s;m such that (the frontier 
belongs to s;-m): 

Jt is interesting that for each OUtcome (u, i) E Si m there exist two different pairs 
of decisions (w, q) resulting in the same (u, i), while for an outcome from s;m there 
exists only one such pair of decisions. 

Note, that for {3=0 we have stm=f/J and. s+m=stm. On the other hand for 
{3> {31> where {31 is a characteristic value (see fig. 1), we have s:m=(/) and s+m=s;m. 
An important implication of that is, that for {3> {31 it is not possible to reach an 
agreement which is Pareto optimal in the setS of all feasible solutions (see Fig. 2c), i.e. 

(8) 

where P (S) is the set of Pareto optimal points in S. 
In Figure 1 we have distinguished three characteristic values of {3. The first is the 

above mentioned {31 such that 

wnP (S)=(u*, i) for /3=/31 , (9) 

where u* is relevant to the status quo m=(u*, i*). It is worth emphasizing here 
that the intersection WnP(S) is a single point or, for {3>{32 , this set is empty: 

The third characteristic value of {3 is {33 such that 

u*= max u for {3?;{33 • 

(u,i)EW 

(10) 

(11) 

The implication of (11) is that for {3?;{33 the set s+m contains only the status quo 

point m, 
(12) 

In other words, if {3?;{33 there is no use to negotiate since the set of solutions do
minating m is empty. This means that the bargaining problems exists only for 

O~P<P3· 
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Fig. 1. The family of the curves W (for different values of p). P (S) denotes the Pareto-border of S 
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Fig. 2. Sets s+m of solutions dominating status quo for different values of P 
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Note, that in the bargaining game for 0<{3<{33 there is no possibility of in
creasing the management's utility u without the i~crease of the union's objective i 
(see Fig. 2b,c). Taking this fact into account we can say that, except for the case 
when {3=0, the situation is disadvantageous to management, whose position in 
negotiations is weakened by the threshold {3>0. 

We will focus now on the methods of solution of the above outlined bargaining 
~problem. The classical solution of a bargaining game, i.e. the Nash solution 
N(s+m, m)=(uN, iN) is determined in the following way: 

(uN, iN)=arg max (u-u*) (i-i*), (13) 
(u, I) E s+m 

where (u*, i*)=m is the status quo point. One of the most controversial properties 
of this solution (as well as some others - see [6], [5]) is that it is independent of 
irrelevant alternatives. In other words, if we take into account two bargaining 
games(S, m)and(T, m) such thatScTand the solutionN(T, m) E S, thenN(S, m)= 
=N (T, m). This property has been criticised for a long time [3], [6]. This was con
nected with the feeling that the changes of the set of feasible solutions should not 
be ignored. 

In 1975 Kalai and Smorodinsky [2] proposed a modified solution concept which 
partly takes into account the influence, of the shape of s+m. This is the solution 
designated by Kin Figure 3. It is the point at which the line between the status quo 
(u*, i*) and the so called ideal (or utopia) point (ii, f), where 

U= max u, 
(u, I) es+m 

(14) 
i= max i, 

(u, I) E s+m 

]ntesects P (s+m), i.e. the Pareto frontier of s+m (see Fig. 3). 

Fig. 3. Illustration of Kalai-Smorodinski's and Nash's solutions, and their independence on ir
. relevant alternatives 

There exist also other solutions depending on the ideal point [9], [1]. Those 
solutions concepts select a point in s+m, which is "closest" to the ideal point x 
in terms of som~ metric D : · 

Y (s+m, m)=arg min D (x, x). (15) 
xws+m 
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However, the above solutions, i.e. K and :f, depend only on the status quo 
and the ideal point. In our particular example concerning the union - management 
negotiations they do not take ~nto account the fact that, for some values of {J, there 
are no solutions in s+m which are much more advantageous to management then 
to the union. See Fig. 3- for the above mentioned solution concepts it does not 
matter if the area designated by A belongs to s+m or not (in our game it does not, 
which weakens the management's bargaining power, and it seems that this fact 
should be reflected by the final compromise solution). 

In the next section we propose a new solution of a bargaining game, which is 
influenced by the shape of the set s+m in a l}lUCh more extensive way. 

4. The concept of a new solution 

We will consider a two-player bargaining game (S, m), where S is the set of 
feasible outcomes, and mE S, is the status quo point (which determines the solution 
of the game in the case in which players will not reach an agreement). We will assume 
that S is a compact a·nd connected subset of R 2

, and that there exists x E S such 
that x>m. Let P (S) denote the set of strongly Pareto optimal points inS, i.e. 

P (S)={x E S: (y;;;,x and yl:x)=>y rf= S}. (16) 

We will assume that P (S) is connected. 

In this section we define the new solution J which we propose, and we shortly 
.discuss some of its properties. 

First, we define a mapping <p such that <p (S, x) E R2 and x E E (S) cR2; where 

E (S)={x: x;;;,~ (S) and x<s, sE S}, 

where, in turn, ~ (S)=(~ 1 , ~z) and 

Note that S cE (S) (see Figure 4). Let y=(yl> y2) be such a point that 

y 1 =max{xl> max v} 
(v, X2) E S 

Y2 =max {x2 , max v} · 
(x, 1 v)ES 

The point <p (S, x)=(<p 1 , <p 2) is defined in the following way 

where 
I 

y, 

<p, = max 
z E C (S, o, x) 

if 

if 

yi=x 

y=x, 

C(S,b,x)={zES: z;;;:~ and d(x,z)<o}, 

(17) 

(18) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 
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o):O, and d is a distance in R 2
, d(x,y) = V(y 1 -x1)

2 +(y2 -x2 )
2

• The idea of rp is 
illustrated in figure 5. Taking into account x as a point of departure, Y; is the maximal 
utility, player i-th can attain without the change of the partner's utility level. In si
tuations in which x E E (S)"'-S it may happen that e.g. x1 < max v- in such 

(v,x 2)ES 

a case y1 =x1 . In a very particular case when y = x, the point (rp 1 , rp 2 ) is obtained 
in a slightly modified way which is not hard to grasp when looking at (19) and (20) . 

I L __ Se E(SJ 

u 

Fig. 4. Illustration of the set E (S) 

Fig. 5. Illustration of the definitions of the mappings [p and g, and the set (]) (S, x) 

Now, we define a set f/J (S, x) which consists of the points on the half-line which 
starts from x E E (s) and goes through rp (S, x) (see Fig. 5): 

y=rp (S, x), (21) 

Next, we introduce a mapping g, where g(S, o,x)ER2
, c'l):O (the same as in 

(19), (20)), which associates with each point x E E (S) such a point from f/J (S, x) 
that the distance between it and x is c'l (see Fig. 5): 

g (S, c'l, x)= {z E f/J (S, x): d (x, z)= c'l} . (22) 

.. 
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Because i/> (S, x) has the form of a half-line beginning at x, g (S, <5, x) is always 
a single point. · 

The bargaining solution x' =J (S, m) is reached in an iterative process which 
consists of the following sequence of steps: 

1. Set k = O, xk=m. 

2. Compute rp (S, xk). If rp (S, xk)=x\ then x' =xk and Stop. 

3. Compute g (X, <5, xk). If g (S, <5, xk) E: E (S) then xk+ 1 =g (S, <5, xk), otherwise 
xk+ 1 =arg max d(x\ z), where G=E(S)n ([> (S, xk). 

ZE G 

4. k=k+ 1, go to step 2. 

The algorithm stops at the step 2 if xk E P (S), because from the definition of the 
mapping rp and the assumption about connectivity of S follows that 

rp (S, x)=X=>X E P (S). (23) 

The situation relevant to the second case at step 3, i.e. when g (S, <5, xk) if= E (S), 
is shown in figure 6. The whole process of reaching a solution is illustrated in figure 7. 

E!SI 

E(S J n <fi (S, x' l 

Fig. 6. Illustration of the step 3 of the algorithm, when g (S, o, xk) ~ S 

Fig. 7. lllustration oft he process of reaching J (S, m) (and comparison with the Kalai-Smorodinsky's 
solution K (S, m) 
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It is easy to see that the solution J (S, m) E S exists and is unique. J (S, m) has 
the following properties: 

1. Strong Pareto optimality: J (S, m) E P (S). 
2. Strict individual rationality: J (S, m)> m. 
3. Symmetry: if the. game is symmetric (i.e. (x1 , x 2) E S <o> (x2 , x1) E Sand m1 =mz), 

then J (S, m)=(v, v). 

The main characteristic feature of the proposed solution J is that it is essentially 
sensitive to changes if the set S of feasible outcomes (while the solutions mentioned 
in the previous- section depend only on the status quo point or the ideal point). 
The natural question concerns the points in S which influence J (S, m). When de
terming the set of such points the following definition is useful 

We will call V,(S) the set of active points in S or the active frontier of S. The idea 
of V (S) is illustrated in Figure 7. Note, that the Pareto frontier of S is a subset of V (S), 

P (S)c V(S). (25) 

An important role this set plays in our solution concept is bound up with the 
fact that the solution J (S, m) is influenced by the points from V (S+), where s+ c S 
is the set of solutions dominating m, i.e. 

S+={xES: x~m}. (26) 

It is worth emphasising that for ~~o the solution J (S, m) depends o~ all the points 
in V(S+). 

Taking into account the union-management bargaining problem described in 
the two previous sections the solution J(s+m, m), where ~+m is given by (5), is 
influenced by the whole frontier V (s+m). In other words, the specific shape of 
s+m, bound up with the characteristic features of the game in a firm, is reflected 
in the final bargaining solution J (s+m, m). 

5. Concluding remarks 

We have presented a model which describes labor union- management bargaining 
in a firm. The goal of the bargaining process is to reach an agreement which is 
advantageous, in comparison to the noncooperative equilibrium, to both parties. 
The cbaracteristic feature of this bargaining problem is the non-symmetric shape 
of the set of feasible outcomes of the game. It seems that the traditional solutions 
do not reflect this non-symmetry in a sufficient way. 

In the paper a new solution concept for bargaining games has been proposed, 
which is much more sensitive to the changes of the shape of the set of feasible out
comes. The final compromise solution is obtained in an iterative process which 
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yields a path from a status quo point to this solution J (S, m). The mentioned path 
(and, in consequence, the solution) is influenced by the so called active frontier 
V (S) which mirrors the substantial properties of the shape of S. 
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Pewne aspekty zagadnienia targu w przedsi~biors~ie 

W pracy sformulowano problem targu pomi~dzy dyrekcjll i zalogll w przedsi~biorstwie do
tyCZllCY ustalenia funduszu plac oraz poziomu produkcji. Problem ten ilustruje pewne wady ma
nych rozwillzail zagadnienia targu. W pracy zaproponowano nowll metod~ rozwil!zania zadania 
targu. Gl6wnll cechll tej metody jest zaleznosc otrzyrnanego rozwil!zania od ksztaltu calego zbioru 
rozwillzail dopuszczalnych. Wlasciwosc ta umo:lliwia otrzyrnywanie racjonalnych rozwil!Z3n ko
operacyjnych, kt6re Sll w istotny spos6b wra:lliwe na cechy charakterystyczne opisujllce uczestni-1 
k6w negocjacji. 

HeKoTopLie acneKthl npo6JieMLI cnopa Ha npe~HHTHH 

B pa6oTe «!lopM)'JDipyeTCll rrpo6neMa cnopa Me:lKJIY rrpasneHHeM H KOJIJieKTHBOM Ha rrpe.n;
npiDITHH, KacaJOm;erocH orrpe.n;eneHHll «!loH.n;a 3apnnan,r H ypoBIDl rrpoH3Bo.n;cTBa. 3Ta rrpo6neMa 
oTo6pruKaeT HeKOTOP»Ie ne.n;ocTaTKH H3BecTHLIX pemeHHil: 3a.n;alfll cnopa. B pa6oTe rrpe.n;crasneH 
HOBbrH MeTO,I( pemeHHll 33,I(3lfll CIIOpa. 0CHOBHOH qepTOH noro MeTO.n;a liBJTlleTCll 33BHCHMOCTb 
nonyqaeMoro pemeHHll oT BH.n;a scero MHOJKeCTBa .n;onycKaeMLIX pemeHHil:. 3To cnoi!:cTBO no3BO
MeT nonyqan, paiJ;HOHaJILHLie KoonepamBHLie pemeHHl!, KOTOPLie;' cym;ecTBeHHLIM o6pa30M 
'IYBCTBHTeJibHbiX K xapaKTepHbiM rrpH3HaKaM, OimCbffialOII(HM yqaCTHHKOB neperOBOpOB. 




